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Software support when you need itsupport

It is important that your SQL server is supported either through Datel or another service provider.  Being unsupported  
in this area means that you may not have effective maintenance plans in place and you are open to a number of risks:

Database backups to disk should be performed daily to ensure that, if the database fails, the restore point is recent and the 
majority of data is not lost.  If backups are not created data can be lost if the server or database fails. Datel will ensure you 
have correct and comprehensive backup plans in place.

SQL databases grow in size as they are used.  Without the correct configuration and maintenance plans in place the database 
can grow to the point where there is no space available on the hard disk.  This can lead to a system or server down situation.

Integrity of your data is paramount and thus it is important to check the consistency of the databases and indexes  
through regular maintenance tasks. 

SQL databases need regular maintenance tasks run to perform at their best and can affect the speed and size of the database 
if this is not done regularly.  Fragmented databases and indexes can impact on performance.

The database system is a critical component of your infrastructure. In the event of problems with the database,  
data or connections, Datel’s SQL support can provide technical assistance to resolve issues.

Loss of valuable data if your database fails 

System Down due to no space on your server

Lack of data integrity

Long term performance

Unsupported when errors occur

Why you should have SQL support



SQL Support Contract

What IS included

Annual SQL Health Check to ensure databases meet  
Datel’s best practice recommendations

Advice on SQL queries and best solutions

Help with ODBC connection to SQL

Setup/amend security logins for SQL connection

Detach/move/attach physical database files on disk  
(does incur downtime)

Fixing broken queries, views, triggers and stored 
procedures (written by Datel)

Business Intelligence Analysis Services for Sage 200 BI,  
A La Carte and SEI cubes only

Copy databases e.g. Live to Demo system (with the 
exception of Sage 1000v2, due to CRM involvement)

Simple repair of databases/restore to last good backup

Restore of database from backup

Ad-hoc monitoring of SQL performance/connections  
(in relation to a specific support call)

Maintaining and amending maintenance plans
- Disk backup 
- Reindex, rebuild indexes (improves SQL performance) 
- Statistics update (improved SQL performance) 
- Database integrity check
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This service covers the basics to ensure your SQL Server remains healthy  
and efficient, giving you the best performance available.
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What is NOT included

SQL Support Contract

Software support when you need itsupport customer
support 
services

Proactive or long term monitoring Installation or reinstallation of SQL

Query performance monitoring (except in relation  
to a specific support call)

Writing SQL queries, views, triggers, stored 
procedures etc

Continued database performance monitoring
Enhancing SQL queries, view, triggers, stored  
procedures etc

Service pack installations
SQL Reporting Services and reports (separate support 
required)
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Proactive expert eyes to ensure system healthmonitor

Our Monitor service provides a much more in-depth solution and is designed to be  
proactive ensuring system health. 

The service offers the security of having your systems checked every working day by  
highly skilled and experienced consultants.  Consultants will  proactively addressing  
any issues, helping to avoid downtime and disruption to your business. 
 
In addition to the items included in our SQL Support Contract, the Monitor service also covers:-

Daily checks on your SQL server

Daily checks on your Sage system

Daily checks that backups have run successfully

General housekeeping carried out on a monthly basis (or to your specific requirements)

Quarterly health check - assessing transactional log growth and giving a projection of  
Database growth since last quarter.
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The following pages outline what is included in the Monitor service for Sage X3.
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Proactive expert eyes to ensure system healthmonitor

Server Daily Checks - disk space on server and checking the event viewer for errors.

Sage X3 Daily Checks - check batch server is up and running, that jobs have all completed successfully, and that accounting  
tasks are in operation.

SQL Daily Checks - SQL is up and running, SQL error log and SQL jobs have ran successfully.

General Housekeeping (carried out monthly):

- Request Management - purge completed tasks (with cut-off date).

- Clear down temporary working tables to prevent them taking up unnecessary space (specifically AREPORTM, APLLCK, ALISTER).  This 
would be optional and subject to an agreed timeframe e.g. everything older than 2 years.

- Back up and rename key log files within Sage X3 (VALPIECE, ACCENTRY). Left alone, these log files can grow  
to a size where they can’t be viewed from within the application. They can also reach a Windows file size limit, which will  
prevent transactions from being posted within Sage X3.

- Back up and zip Sage X3 log files. Once a certain number of log files is reached, the solution's Log Reading facility will no longer func-
tion. We’ll leave the most recent log files behind and zip the older ones so they can still be accessed if required.
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Proactive expert eyes to ensure system healthmonitor

- Clear down temporary tables in live directory. 

Set up SQL maintenance plans and carry out quarterly SQL Health Checks: 

- Check for missing indexes and address any issues.

- Ensure backups are still running and clearing.

- Any new databases are included in maintenance plan.

- Check transactional log growth is being managed.

- Projection of database growth since last quarter.

- Database copies - 'live to demo' are carried out free of charge to ensure that, when required the
   test database reflects the live environment.
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For more information about Datel's Customer Support Services, 
contact your Account Manager, or call 0800 0775 888.


